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Research Infrastructures as Drivers for Science and Innovation



Research Infrastructures in the European Research Area

• European Research Infrastructures – a major achievement of the ERA
§ ESFRI – almost 20 years of joint work on RI policy development in a unique set-up 
§ ESFRI Roadmap – 15 years of a common strategy for investment in RIs, 37 joint RIs developed, 18 under 

preparation, close to 20 billion euro of investments mobilised, the Roadmap 2021 around the corner
§ Integrated RI networks providing one-stop-shop access to national resources and facilities

• Commission Communication on a new ERA (September 2020)
§ RIs recognised as a key element of the success of the ERA and an important driver of its future 

development.
§ The need to support investments in state of the art RIs is underlined.
§ Major impact of RIs on science and innovation is recognised, e.g. European COVID-19 Data Platform.
§ Dedicated ERA Key Action 10: Implement the EFSRI White Paper and establish an updated governance 

structure for research and technological infrastructures.



• Pact for R&I in Europe: renewed commitment towards an EU R&I system (proposal 

mid-2021, adoption in second half of 2021)

§ Common values & principles (& targets) – what is our baseline?

§ Joint priority areas for ERA actions (RIs included) – where do we want to work together?

§ Governance mechanics for R&I – how are we going to work together?

• ERA Policy Agenda: roadmap of agreed ERA actions (to be developed in 2021)

§ Jointly developed by Commission and MS in consultation with stakeholders - in a systemic 
manner - to co-create EU initiatives, strengthen MS systems and ensure political commitment

§ Broad scope ‘starting’ from Commission Roadmap: 
Open Science // Research Infrastructures // Gender and diversity // Careers of researchers // 

Research assessment and reward system // Higher education transformation …

§ ERA Scoreboard (to be conceived by end of 2021) 

A renewed ERA – governance and policy framework roll-out



• The landscape of European RIs is maturing, with growing number of common facilities 
becoming operational and providing services for European science and innovation.

• There is a growing need for new types of RIs and RI services linked with specific 
challenges, like climate change and environmental sustainability, cutting across scientific 
disciplines.
• RIs are increasingly expected to produce socio-economic impact beyond scientific 

knowledge, which often requires increased coordination in research services provision.

• RIs are becoming ever larger, more complex and demanding to establish, and more 
costly.

Key trends shaping RI policy under the new ERA



• Fostering the right balance between exploitation and further development of existing RIs 
and identifying new investment priorities, more strategically addressing the existing 
capacity gaps.

• Strengthening long-term sustainability of existing world-class RIs in Europe, building on 
the developed LTS framework and recent Expert Group report.

• Consolidating the European RI landscape – fostering collaboration and synergies between 
RIs within disciplines and across disciplines.

• Better utilising the political potential of European RIs beyond facilitating excellent science 
- strengthening the partnership between the Commission, Members States and Associated 
Countries, the scientific community and a broad range of research and innovation 
stakeholders.

Broad areas for policy action (1)



• Fostering the impact of RIs in the broader economic and social context – addressing key 
societal challenges, strengthening our capacity to respond to emergencies, reinforcing our 
strategic autonomy.

• Ensuring broader access to RIs in Europe, exploring novel and effective ways of funding 
access. 
• Facilitating industrial use of RIs and supporting spin-offs from RI technologies.

• Strengthening global outreach of European RIs.

Broad areas for policy action (2)



• ERA Policy Agenda – transforming priority areas in the Pact into ERA actions

• Horizon Europe implementation – funding opportunities in the RI programme and 
beyond, connecting RIs with Missions, partnerships and the EIC, etc.

• ESFRI as a proven and effective platform for dialogue and policy development

• Enhanced dialogue and collaboration with RIs and broader R&I stakeholders
• Engagement with our international partners (e.g. through GSO)

Implementation modalities
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